Change a Good Thing?
Sometime in life, we have to replace something from an old or broken thing. Whether it a
machine, a part for the vehicle, shoes, battery, or light bulb. This does not mean to “change”
something but to replacement of something that is old or broken to a new one. Sometimes we
change something new and better machine, a part, shoes, battery, or a light bulb that are much
better than the original kind. Because it is more advanced kind. So, it is true that change can be
good and better because of its improvement kind. Yet, it does not always apply that way.
Sometimes it is advanced kind but worse. For example, some advanced television brand is way
better than the old thick or box shape television but the newer kind dose not last long as the
old one. Some television only last up to 10 year, different from classic TV can last 30 years or
more. Meaning, customer is likely will have to pay twice amount of time for a new TV between
30 years. This also apply to buying a vehicle as well. So, sometime change is not good.
Sometime people like the old way, even the younger generation do too.
The point here is, we have to be careful and understand why sometime change not a good idea.
Sometime in life, we want to make it simple as it is. Without make it complicated. Specially for
those elderly people, because they will not be able to get use to a new advanced kind because
of their mental age. They are used to the original one, because they have been using it since.
So, when it comes with something that was crested at first, it is a good idea just leave it the way
it is. This is why I, Bro. Pouliot want to point out that most of the time “CHANGE” is not a good
thing to do. There are other reasons why that is so.
For another example, there have been change in our U.S. Constitutional laws. Whether the
government have removed, adjected, or added new law. Whether it about civil rights error or
conflict about age, black, white, woman, or the governor nor any citizens or foreigners. Often
time they have made a mistake from old and/or new law that could led people to cross the line
in a wrong ideal way. These kind of change do actually mess up the society of people life.
Whether it approved or didn't, because the government do not fully understand the rights of
human throughout time. The past does not realize what could their law in those day could
affect people in the future. At the same time, the present-day government do not realize what
law were made it for a purpose that shouldn’t change it in the first place, became an issues and
cause a damage.
I personally understand why we have these original amendments law that was created in the
U.S. in the first place, NOT to allow government over do their power and authority against the
civilized people. A lesson like why so many people hated the strict European law their people
once live there in the past. Abusing the human right of their choices or how to live by their

belief as well. Which explains why many people move out from Europe to have the freedom of
their life in America that much different from European.
But now thing isn’t like that anymore, even the U.S. America is no longer much freedom like it
used to be. Because of the change the U.S. government have done ever since. Even out
modern-day food isn’t like how it was in the old day. Change tastes in our favorite foods like
cereal, candy, milk, butter, rice, or chips. Question, would you want your favorite tasty food you
once love to change? Probably not!
What about the change about your favorite television show or movie? Like how the Star War
and Star Trek culture story were made back in the 70s and 80s isn’t the same as the presentday Star War and Star Trek. Same thing in change for the Disney brand name company way
before the Disney company own the Lucasfilm’s or Marvel’s company, that it used to be always
known for mostly kids, pure and funny and no rating R movie or TV show. It used to be known
for Disney’s princesses, and princes in the movie like Snowwhite and the Seven Dwarfs,
Cinderella and The Sleeping Beauty, but not anymore. Disney on the media channel is no longer
the ideal of princesses, and princes. Disney also have changed the characters that isn’t the
same kind from the original, like how one new upcoming Pinocchio, the Blue Fairy character
and The Little Mermaid movie, the mermaid character aren’t blonde or red hair white women.
Both are dark skin black or brown skin characters. Don’t get the wrong picture that I am not
speaking against the race. I am speaking against the change ideal characters who should of
leave the respect of the author who wrote the story. Question, would you like someone change
your original story? Probably mostly not!
What about the change in the community or states? I remember U.S. once allow drinking
anywhere in public but not anymore. I also remember whatever a product was bought from
Canada or Mexico with us and returning home to American was never a problem, but not
anymore. What about Antibiotics medicines that fight bacterial infections was once the overthe-counter medicine but not anymore? In the old day, American once go out for fishing and
hunting for food for their family anytime and anywhere when we need it, but not anymore.
They also once were able to design to build a house anyway, whatever and/or wherever they
want, but not anymore. We must follow the strict coding law. Question, do you wish to keep
the way thing used to be? Probably yes!
Now, I am going to talk about the nature of this world earth which our Creator father who
originally made the world the way it should be before the sin came into the world trying to
change and destroy it. Many of us do not realize that we the people have change the moral
value in the society of life and death. Change in our personal value and how our mental work.
Since we are a born sinner, living between good and evil, we have to understand that we are
not good as pure fine gold. We must make sure we do not go or chose the evil way. Otherwise,
we will get lost or fall into darkness trouble nor end up die.

Mankind once roams on earth the way our heavenly Father want us to live on earth by rule.
Yet, HE has giving us choice between good and evil path because he is not a puppet master and
because HE loves us. Yet, HE wants us to choose the good path which lead to the life of the
eternal light. We the people have kept on changing the lifestyle on earth most often to the bad
path of darkness which led to evil death forever. Before there were divided tribe of people, new
language, culture, laws, and education, it no longer the same as how the world is like now. Our
Creator ONE gave us gave us the instruction how to take the responsibility live on earth etc…
This was before the law was written on two table stones. Since the divided people during the
ancient day have been rebelled against the Creator way. We have been living on our own way,
the man way ever since. More and more people no longer follow or believe end up forgotten
the Creator Father’s way of life. He knows what is best for us and know how we can live in a
good life, instead people rather live on their own way of life they have no idea what they are
going to face up against. Allowing the evil one Satan who first temped Adam and his wife, to
roam the world.
For the last 30 or 70 years, we have been seeing so many change over time, the way people
dress, talk, behave, or start a family or business etc.. It isn’t what it uses to be anymore. Even
the landscape change as well. Our society nation control by the government right now is ruining
our life into a corruption path. Ahhhhhhhhh why do we NEED CHANGE? For the better need?
WAKE UP, WAKE UP! Brothers and sisters of all the Adam or Noah’s children, we are hurting
one another because of the change we keep on doing for the better we need isn’t helping at all.
We need to bring back the scripture books in school to seek and learn our heavenly Father’s
instruction way of good life instead of the education system made by man path only. Since our
Father who name is YAHUAH, the I AM who I AM do not change HIS commandments law. HE is
the ONLY WAY that can lead us to the GOOD LIFE without death. If you happen to be one of
many who do not believe in the Creator ONE who made us and wish the scripture books
disappear for good, tell me than why hadn’t the scripture books disappear? For a thousand and
thousands of years, people in the past who had rebelled against YAH did try destroying these
scripture books, but it is still here. Why is that uh??? It is because how powerful YAH is to not
let HIS WORDS disappear.
Notice on this document article, I did not mention any of the scripture passage here. The
reason I did this, is for you to investigate to see whether I am telling you the truth here. I would
rather for your eyes to read the scripture books. FYI, never mind the Bible of the New
Testament books. Once you complete and did the heavy research investigate, tell me in writing
why you disagree or agree with me about this whole point of this topic.
Just in case you did not get this document article from my website but somehow it found you.
http://Attest.tv

